TO: Interested Stakeholders

FROM: Governor Jay Inslee

DATE: August 3, 2020

SUBJECT: Indoor Fitness and Training – Proclamations 20-25, et seq.

This memorandum serves to set forth new requirements for indoor fitness and training under Phases 2 and 3 of Washington’s Safe Start Plan. This memorandum is effective August 10, 2020.

After consulting with stakeholders, we have developed the Phase 2 and 3 Indoor Fitness and Training – COVID-19 Requirements Update. These requirements apply as long as Gubernatorial Proclamations 20-25 and 20-25.7, or any extension thereof, is in effect or if adopted as rules by a federal, state or local regulatory agency.

For purposes of this memorandum, “indoor fitness and training” includes staffed indoor facilities and staffed, standalone indoor sports facilities, as described in the Phase 2 and 3 Indoor Fitness and Training – COVID-19 Requirements Update.

“Indoor fitness and training” does not include pools, sporting activities, or outdoor group fitness classes.

This memorandum stands in the place of any omission from and supersedes any conflicting provision in Proclamation 20-25’s Appendix, “Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers,” and the Governor’s May 19, 2020, memorandum, “Resuming Fitness and Training – Proclamation 20-25.”

The activities described in this memorandum may continue so long as:

a) The business can meet and maintain all new requirements, including providing materials, schedules and equipment needed to comply; and

b) The business organization conducts only those activities that are allowed under their county’s phase status.
